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Abstract
The main goal of this project is to design and implement a reliable testing
method for the efficiency of rotational deaerators. The efficiency can be
determined by monitoring the percentage of air the deaerator removes from a
combined air/oil flow. The deaerators in question are used in aircraft IDG
applications and thus the testing method must be able to determine efficiency at
varying speeds and oil temperatures.
This type of testing is rarely done in industry and so the existing testing
methods are not well established. Two phase flow measurement is difficult and
expensive, and this project will attempt to get data using only single phase flow
measurement. Some concerns with this method arise, and two phase flow
measurement options are evaluated. The measurement methods must be flexible
enough to test different deaerator designs, as in the future, optimal deaerator




The deaerators to be tested are used in Integrated Drive Generators in both
commercial and military aircraft. These generators are used to supply electrical energy
to the aircraft while being powered mechanically by an oil charge pump. The oil is
needed to be of high quality, so a deaerator is included in the IDG design to remove any
entrapped air from the flowing oil. The design of the deaerators has not been updated
since they were initially designed in the 1960's and 1970's. Hamilton Sundstrand
currently has approximately 11 different styles of deaerators, and some are more
complex and expensive than others. However, they have no physical data to determine
which deaerators are working the best in their aircraft applications. The purpose of this
project is to provide Hamilton Sundstrand with the information they need to identify
which deaerators are operating the most efficiently, and come up with a cost effective
design that will perform at the highest level.
This project has been ongoing for several years now and still no reliable data has
been gathered. Hamilton Sundstrand did all of the initial design and buildup ofthe
stand itself, but it has undergone several major and minor revisions since then. The test
rig was moved from Hamilton Sundstrand's lab into the NIU lab due to lack of funding
and personnel resources. Several senior design groups have worked on this project,
and some progress has been made, but because of lack of communication between
subsequent groups, the learning curve has been slow. Funding has recently been
approved to place a continuous person to work on this project to bridge the gap between
semesters.
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One valid reason for the slow progress on this project is the lack of established
testing methods being used in industry for this application. The problem of measuring
two phase flow has been a difficult hurdle for many companies. In the past decade,
some new testing methods have been invented, but these are often expensive and not as





We were excited to get moving on this project, as it seemed to be
both interesting and challenging. The stand takes up a lot of space in the NIU lab so it
made sense for us to put the rig to good use. Also, with Hamilton Sundstrand funding
the project, we knew we wouldn't be handcuffed by extremely tight financial resources.
After meeting the two main engineers who have been working on the deaerator test
stand from Hamilton Sundstrand, we knew they would be very helpful and they proved
to be great people to work with.
C. ProblemStatement
As previously stated, the objective for this semester's project is to design and
implement a reliable method of gathering data to determine the efficiency of a rotary
deaerator. Future semester goals would be to find the optimum existing deaerator
design and determine what design features give the biggest performance gains. Finally,
an optimized deaerator would be designed based on the knowledge gained from the test
stand.
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D. Professional Components and Design Impacts
a) Economic
The economic impacts of this project are large and of primary importance.
Hamilton Sundstrand currently manufactures some complex deaerators that they do
not know perform much better or even better at all than the simple and cheap
deaerators. This project will provide them a way of comparing deaerator designs and
their performances and make an informed decision in cost analysis.
b) Environmental
The test stand uses 23699 oil at an elevated temperature so proper oil
handling procedures must be followed to prevent oil leakage into unwanted areas.
The test stand is somewhat old and has problematic areas so attention needs to be
given before and after a test to monitor oil spillage and containment if necessary.
c) Sustainability
The test stand itself will not need much service during its lifetime, as its
testing sequences will not be endurance tests or run very frequently. The condition of
the test stand will not dramatically degrade over time, but the instrumentation will
need to be calibrated at a scheduled interval to be determined by Hamilton
Sundstrand.
d) Manufacturability
There will be no manufacturability issues with the test stand itself, but when
the time comes for a new deaerator design to be settled upon, manufacturability will
certainly play into that decision. Aircraft parts are needed to meet the most




There will be no ethical issues related to this project other than the general
engineering ethics of trust and honesty.
t) Health and Safety
The test stand rotates a deaerator at approximately 3000 rpm, with 200
degree F oil flowing around 19 gpm. This creates a safety concern in the NIU lab,
and formal procedure has been put into place to prevent any large mishaps. The stand
has several safeties both mechanically and electrically built into it, and an emergency
stop bottom is on the control panel to provide a quick way to disengage all power
going to the system. In the future, a safety shield should be installed around the
deaerator if many long tests will be conducted in its current location.
E. Student Contributions
Kevin Bookland - Identified Design Considerations, Project Planning, Concept
Generation and Evaluation, Documentation, Data Evaluation
Jason Folkerts - Communication with HS, QFD Analysis, Concept Generation and
Evaluation, Two Phase Flow Evaluation, System Specs
Jim HiII- Identified Task List / Resource Needs, QFD Analysis, Concept
Generation and Evaluation, Stand Schematic
Ahsan Qureshi - Code of Ethics, Conducted Market Research, Concept
Generation and Evaluation, Reference Tracking
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Step 3 - Who vs. What?
See House of Quality Diagram (used the 100 total points method)
Step 4 - Now?
Various existing two phase flow performance measuring methods
See House of Quality Diagram for Comparison
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Step 5 - How?
Time To Assemble
Technicians Needed to Service
Tools Needed to Access Internal Parts
Noise Produced
Time Between Service Intervals
Size of Air Bubbles Allowed into the Oil Flow
People Liking the Looks of the System
Time Needed to Reach Target Temperature
Range of Oil Temperature During Operation
Operators Needed to Run Test Stand Set-up
Step 6 - What vs. How?
See House of Quality Diagram for Comparisons
• = Strong Relationship
0= Weak Relationship
Empty =No Relationship
Step 7 - How much?
See House of Quality Diagram for comparisons
Testing Needs to be Done before this can be Completed Correctly
Step 8 - How vs. How?
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Figure 2.1 - House of Quality
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2B - Concept Generation
We're looking at two particular ideas relating to the overall function of the system:
1 - We continue with the current setup, and install a stationary type air-oil separator
on the air outlet line before it gets to the mass flow sensor. In doing this, we can hopefully
remove the oil vapor that is making its way into the flowmeter and throwing off the
readings. We also need to check if the large mass flow sensor is capable of taking reliable
readings at that flow rate and pressure. After that, during the test, we would run the system
until it reaches a steady state, and then for a period of time monitor the total amount of air
taken out and the total put in. This method wouldn't give us real time data, but it would
give us a better idea for the efficiency of the deaerator.
2 - We are looking into reverting back to the old Sundstrand design, and installing a
two-phase flow coriolis meter on the deaerator outlet. This solution would be most
accurate, but would require a substantial financial investment. We have been researching
two-phase flow methods, and discovered that the system accuracy would be greatly
increased if we are able to incorporate that into our application based on the flow / pressure
/ and bubble size. If we can compare the quality of the deaerator outflow directly and
compare it with the amount of air we put through the deaerator, we would be sure to get the
information we want.
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Criteria Importance Phase Current Phase
Flow Flow
1 Reliability 13 +4 +1
2 Usability 9 +4 +1
3 SeNiceability 6 -1 +1
4 Parts Availability 3 -2 +1
5 Self Contained 3 +2 +1
6 Quiet 3 0 0 -1
7 Small Size 1 +1 II) -2-c:
8 Flexibility 14 +2 3 +3
9 Heats up Quickly 5 0 0
10 Cost 18 -4 -1
11 Accuracy 16 +5 +2
12 Emergency 4 +1 0Shutdown Switch
13 Safe Operation 5 0 +1











From the above table, it can be seen that the Two Phase Flow option has
more benefits than the single phase flow method currently in use. The single phase
flow method requires that the air and the oil completely separate as it leaves the
deaerator. This requirement is somewhat prohibitive as the deaerator is spinning at
a high rpm and the high temperature oil has a tendency to get entrapped in the air.
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This oil mist in the air will cause the flowmeter to become inaccurate as the oil is
not the same density as the air. We determined a solution to this problem to be to
install a stationary air/oil separator on the air outlet line. (see Appendix F)
1 - Retain the existing system
Minimal Cost
Greater than 10% error
2 - Air measurement system
Approx. $2700
Less than 2.5% error
3 - Two phase oil measurement
Approx. $7500
Less than 0.13% error
Technical Approach to Testing Deaerator Efficiency:
Hamilton Sundstrand Approach:
Coriolis mass flow meters are used to measure the density of the oil into and
out of the deaerator. Measured air is injected into the oil upstream ofa coriolis
meter set-up to read density. This flow is then routed to the deaerator inlet. The air
oil mix density was supposed to give an indication of oil quality. This was supposed
to be compared with the oil quality on the outlet of the deaerator, through another
corio lis meter. The difference between the two would indicate the deaerator
efficiency.
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Hamilton Sundstrand encountered two problems in obtaining data from the
test rig. First problem is the fact that coriolis meters do not read two-phase flow. In
the injecting air, the meter would not see homogenized mixture of the oil and air. A
condition called slug-plug flow would occur as large air bubbles come out of
suspension from the oil. The meter would read the density of one hundred percent
air, and not the density of the oil air mixture. The second problem encountered in
obtaining test data was the function of the oil to absorb air at higher pressures, and
temperature. The corio lis meter would read the density of one hundred percent oil,
and not the density of air oil mixture.
Figure 2.3 - Hamilton Sundstrand Flow Diagram
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Northern Dlinois University Approach:
Through brainstorming with Hamilton Sundstrand, the Senior Design Team,
and Project Facility Advisor, a simple mass balance approach was decided on. The
Hamilton Sundstrand personnel had already collected data from actual working
Integrated Drive Generators. This data will be used to set-up initial test conditions
for the deaerator. As for the quality of the air oil mixture, we will concentrate on
measuring the air into and then measure the air out of the deaerator. The difference
between the two would determine the efficiency of the deaerator. As oil pressure
rises, the dissolved air would be carried out with the oil and the efficiency of the
deaerator can be determined for those conditions. Some modifications were done to










Figure 2.4 - NID Flow Diagram
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Figure 3.1- Centrifuge Model
The steady-state velocity of particles moving in a streamline flow under the action of an
accelerating force is
Vrn = cYa(pp - Pf) 1181l
If a streamline flow occurs in a centrifuge we can write,
Fc=ma
FJm = a = r(2nNI60)2
so that
Vrn = cYr(2nNI60)2(pp - Pf) 1181l
= cYN2r(pp - Pf)/16401l
See Appendix 2 for equations checking for validity of assuming Stokes' Law
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Hydrodynamics of Two-Phase Flow
Two-phase flows are classified by the void (bubble) distributions. Basic modes of
void distribution are bubbles suspended in the liquid stream; liquid droplets suspended in
the vapor stream; and liquid and vapor existing intermittently. The typical combinations of
there modes as they develop in the flow channels are called 'flow patterns'. The various
flow patterns exert different effects on the hydrodynamic conditions near the heated wall;
thus they produce different frictional pressure drops and different modes of heat transfer
and boiling crises. Significant progress has been made in determining flow-pattern
transition and modeling.
The microscopic picture of the flow in the proximity of the heated wall can be
described in terms of tow-phase boundary-layer flow. The macroscopic effect ofa two
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Figure 3.2 - Two Phase Flow
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Typical Two Phase Flow Patterns:
Bubbly Flow: In bubbly flow, the gas phase is moving as isolated bubbles in a liquid
continuum. This flow pattern occurs at low void fractions.
Plug Flow: Plug flow consists of elongated gas bubbles. Although the name is sometimes
used interchangeably with slug flow, it is differentiable in horizontal flow by the shape
of the gas cavity or the appearance of' staircase' hydraulic jumps at the tails of air
pockets. (Ruder and Hanratty, 1990).
Slug Flow: In slug flow, large liquid slugs move behind bubbles large enough to cover the
entire diameter. Such a flow occurs with moderate void fractions and relatively low
flow velocity, and it can be considered a transition between bubbly and annular flow.
Such transition can take place in more than one step.
Annular Flow: In annular flow there is a continuous liquid in an annulus along the wall
and a continuous gas/vapor phase in the core. The gas core may contain entrained
droplets (dispersed mist) while the discontinuous gas phase appears as bubbles in the
annulus. This flow pattern occurs at high void fractions and high velocities.
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4 - Test Rig Hardware and Operational Procedure
Test Rig Hardware:















3) Mass Flow meter 54: Model # FFT9739E4SUJ
Serial # 2171505
Calibrated on 7-26-00
4) Mass Flow meter 56: Model # CMFI00M329NU
Serial # 356658
5) Mass Flow meter 57: Model # CMF 100M329NU
Serial # 392747
6) Mobil Jet 2 Oil: Mil-L-23699
7) Reservoir Tank: 30 gallon - Custom Built
8) Control Panel: Honeywell - Custom Built
9) Pressure Regulator: Release Valves - RV 1 and RV3
10) Temperature Control Valves: Honeywell 3-Way
Reservoir Temperature
11) Thermocouples (Type K): Dynamic Tank Flow
Charge Flow
T2 = Scavenger Flow




1. Ensure all drain valves are closed, and hose connections are secured along the
circulating oil path from:
- Through micro-motion flow meter upstream of deaerator tester (oil)
- Through deaerator tester, through oil charge pump (oil)
- Through deaerator tester to micro-motion meter back to the oil reservoir
(air).
2. Ensure that the air supply is closed upstream of the pressure regulator.
3. Ensure the cooling water supply is closed.
4. Ensure the oil reservoir has adequate level of turbine oil (Mobil Jet 2).
S. NOTE: There is internal float switch in the oil reservoir that will cut power to the
pumps if level is too low.
6. Ensure all oil that has spilled on the walking surfaces has been cleaned up and
disposed of in a proper container.
7. Connect Power to the Mass Flow meters (3). Meters should all be zeroed prior to
start-up (refer to reference manual for meters). Need up to 30 minutes of warm up
time.
Emergency Shut Down
1. Emergency shutdown button is located on the control pane of the oil skid.
Deaerator Tester:
(Change-out of the deaerator)
1. Ensure that all oil pumps are turned off
2. Ensure that air injection is closed.
3. Ensure the power to the tester is turned off
4. Ensure there is no pressure on the tester by verifying with the tester pressure gage.
S. Draining oil in the tester housing by placing a small catch pan and loosening the
Allen screws around the housing just enough to permit the oil to flow into the pan.
Loosen the bottom screws more than the top screws.
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6. During the draining of the tester housing, disconnect the oil mixture hose to the
Dynamic Tank, and micro-motion flow meter downstream of the tester. Take care
not to allow oil to spill on the floor.
7. Remove all Allen screws from the housing, and remove the tester cover which has
the deaerator attached.
8. Remove deaerator from cover and install desired deaerator with necessary adaptors
as needed per prints referred to figure 4.1 with the necessary clearance ofO.03Sin.
between the deaerator gear and deaerator inlet casing (may need shims).
9. Ensure components are lightly oiled with turbine oil.
Figure 4.1 - Assembly of Deaerator in the Deaerator Test Rig
(Installing Deaerator)
1. Build gear drive per prints insuring that proper spacers are used.
2. Insure that the axle nuts are locked with keepers.
3. Install the gear drive into the tester.
4. Install tester cover, make sure that deaerator and drive gears line up.
S. Note direction on deaerator rotation (clockwise, or counterclockwise) based on
deaerator outlet casing
6. Attach cover with Allen screws.
7. Attach shaft cover with 2 smaller Allen screws
8. Reattach oil hoses
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Oil system:
1. Ensure all hoses are attached and secured.
2. Turn power on to the main breaker located on the deaerator test stand. [See 1 on
Figure 4.2]
3. Shift power breaker handle to "on" position to oil pump panel. [See 2 on Figure
4.2]
4. Hit Power on reset switch (green light) on the control panel on the oil skid rig.
[See 3 on Figure 4.2]
5. Set the remote or local switch on control panel on the oil skid.
6. Make sure lights are on for the scavenger pump and charge pump on the control
panel on the oil skid rig. [See 4 on Figure 4.2]
7. Turn on the data acquisition (Refer to Operation Procedure). [See 1 on Figure 4.3]
8. Hit reset on the data acquisition stand (below blue shaded box). [See 2 on Figure
4.3]
9. Turn on water and air light on ODAQ. [See 3 on Figure 4.3]
10. Set all safeties "on" on the ODAQ. [See 3 on Figure 4.4]
11. Set speed on drain pump. [See 4 on Figure 4.3]
12. Set speed for scavenger pump at 3 GPM. [See Ion Figure 4.4]
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Figure 4.2 - Main Breaker and Control Stand
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Figure 4.3 - Data Acquisition Stand
13. Set speed for charge pump at minimum at 1.5GPM. [See 2 on Figure 4.4]
14. Check for leaks throughout the whole system.
15. Set oil temperature at desired temperature.
16. Set oil cooler temperature at desired temperature.
17. Turn on water supply to cooler.
18. Ifno leaks, set oil pumps at desired speeds.
19. Ensure tester rotation matches deaerator rotation. (Is direction CW or CCW?)
20. Bring up speed on gear speed on ODAQ to desired speed.
21. Monitor level on Dynamic Tank in order to keep the oil level below the gear drive
and adjust drain pump as necessary to maintain that oil level.
22. Open the air supply and set desired pressure setting.
23. Once desired pressure is set, adjust to desired flow.
24. Record data based on test plan.
25. Make sure to upload data into the laptop before resetting past run time.
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Figure 4.4 - ODACS Startup
Shut Down:
1. Secure data acquisition from data taken.
2. Close the air injection.
3. Reduce speed to the Scavenger pump and charge pump.
4. Turn off the deaerator tester gear drive.
5. Reduce temperature of the oil heater to minimum (70 deg. F).
6. Set the oil cooler at 70 deg. F.
7. Turn off powers to the controllers and data acquisition.
8. Turn off the oil heater and oil cooler when reservoir temperature is at or below 140
deg. F.
9. Turn off Scavenger pump and Charge pump.
10. Turn off Drain pump when the level of the tester is pumped out.
11. Clean up any oil spills as necessary.
12. Secure all components and tools in lockers.
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ODAQ Operation Procedure:
Set-up of laptop for Data Acquisition:
1. Make sure the server is on by powering up the ODAQ stands.
NOTE: 3 yellow plugs and 1 orange plug are plugged in.
2. Log in to the ODAQ system by entering in the username as (Operator).
2. Make sure the laptop is plugged in.
3. Connect the laptop to the server using RJ 45 cable to the network hub.
4. Turn on the laptop.
Data coUection procedure for ODACS
1. Looking at the ODACS screen, select Start Auto Snapshots. Take note that the
system should be collecting data every second (this can be checked by looking at
the LogRate just below the area labeled AutoMode). [See 1 on Figure 4.5]
2. Once a sufficient amount of data has been collected, select Stop A lito Snapshots on
the ODACS screen to cease data collection. [See 2 on Figure 4.5]
3. The data now has to be transferred from the ODACS to the laptop. This is done by
selecting New Datalog File on the ODACS screen. [See 3 on Figure 4.5]
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Figure 4.5 - ODACS Data CoUection
Opening data file on laptop
1. On the laptop, open up Internet Explorer. Once opened, a list offiles should be
displayed (listed by date).
2. Select the date corresponding to the data that was just taken (i.e. March 2006 if data
was being collected in March 2006). If the date is not listed then the Refresh button
may need to be selected in order to update the list.
3. Upon completion of the above step, a list of. bin and .csv files will appear along
with the corresponding date and times. Select the .csv file that corresponds to the
date and time that is to be viewed. Again, if the file does not appear on the list, the
Refresh button needs to be selected in order to update the list.
4. Once the .csv file has been selected, the data sheet will open up in Excel for
viewmg.
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To obtain Mass flow readings:
1. Use PC interface and connect to assigned mass flow meter (ex: MMF56)
2. Switch to gray wire connection
On Laptop:
1. Open Prolink
2. file and connect
3. tag name: MMF-56
4. hit OK
5. Go to view
Process variables and output variables




Ex: 75 90niu4 20.txt- -












Item Make Range Resolution HS Location Location
Turbine Flow meter -26 HSS - FL246 1-50 GPM C-4 TF1
Turbine Flow meter -26 HSS - FL512 1-50 GPM F-4 TF2
Turbine Flow meter -26 HSS - FL237 1-50 GPM D-1 TF3
Micro motion Flow meter - 53 Micro Motion G-6 MF1
Micro motion Flow meter - 36 MMF56 F-3 MF2
Micro motion Flow meter - 47 MMF57 C-3 MF3
Thermocouple 1 HSS G-5 T1
Thermocouple 2 HSS C-3 T2
Thermocouple 3 HSS F-3 T3
Adjustable Pressure valve SUN 0- 275 PSI C-2 P1
Dynamic Tank Oil Return
Pump Delta Pump 25GPM D-1
Charge Pump Parker 30GPM D-3
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Set Nominal scavenge oil flow, and charge oil flow.
Vary 75% of Nominal deaerator speed
100% of Nominal deaerator speed
125% of Nominal deaerator speed
Set Nominal scavenge oil flow
90% of Nominal charge oil flow
Vary 75% of Nom. deaerator speed
100% of Nom. deaerator speed
125% of Nom. deaerator speed
110% of nominal charge oil flow
Vary 75% of Nom. deaerator speed
100% of Nom. deaerator speed
125% of Nom. deaerator speed
For each deaerator speed setting, add air at 0 to 0.2 lb/min.
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5 - Stand Upgrades
Throughout the semester various upgrades to the existing system were
implemented. Various reasons ranging from safety concerns to successful operation
demanded that the changes be made. The majority of the upgrades are currently completed
and a few others are still in the process of being completed.
The first upgrade to the system was the addition of threaded holes to the cover plate
of the dynamic tank. Originally there were two unthreaded holes near the bottom of the
cover plate. The purpose of these holes is to allow for some back flow of oil from the sump
to the dynamic tank. When the holes were first machined, they were cut too large to
represent the real operating conditions of an IDG. These two holes were pipe threaded in
order to enable narrowing of the orifice between the sump and the dynamic tank. In
addition to the existing holes, two additional threaded holes were added near the top of the
cover plate in order to allow for air flow between the sump and the dynamic tank. With the
four holes and the caps that reduce the size of the orifices, the system can better represent
the operating conditions of an actual IDG. A picture of the completed holes is shown in
Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1- Threaded Holes
After the machining on the holes was completed, an initial test run was performed
to make sure everything ran smoothly. During this run, oil mist was discovered to be
leaking from two locations on the test stand. Mist was leaking from the reservoir tank and
along the rotational drive shaft for the deaerator. Oil mist leakage is a major safety hazard
and the leakage along the drive shaft was allowing air to escape which would produce poor
measurements from the air flow meters. The reservoir leakage was easily repaired by
ordering new gasket material to replace the old material that has been damaged over
several years of operation. The replacement material can be seen in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 - New Gasket Material
On the other hand, the leakage along the drive shaft became a larger problem. The
engineering drawings were consulted to see if there were proper seals to prevent this type
of leakage. After finding the seal that may be causing the problem, the test stand was
disassembled to see if the seal was damaged. It was very evident that the seal was damaged
upon closer inspection. After sifting through several part number changes, a replacement
seal was purchased and installed into the system. The seal and the work being done to
install the seal can be seen in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, respectively.
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Figure 5.3 - Replacement Seal Figure 5.4 - Seal Installation
Now that the system was running safely without any apparent leakages, data was
collected and several other upgrades were required. The mass flow meters that were
purchased for the system were only designed for one phase flow, but the engineers believed
that the air content would be contained within the oil flow. This was never demonstrated to
be true. The type of flow could be easily determined with plain sight assuming the flow
was visible to the eye. A search for clear tubing began. Clear tubing was difficult to find
because of the pressure and temperature requirements of the system. In the end, three
lengths of clear tubing were purchased and installed at three critical points in the system. A
video was taken of the flow which showed that air was very separate from the oil and the
mass flow meters could not be used to measure density accurately as was suspected by the
former groups. This required that the mass flow meters be used for air measurement
because air is a single phase flow. A smaller mass flow meter was already attached to the
inlet side of the system and a larger one to the outlet side. The schematic for this system is
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Figure 5.5 - Current Design Setup
While checking that the former groups installed the mass flow meters correctly, it
was discovered that the meters needed a very different installation for a compressed air
flow compared to a liquid oil flow. The smaller flow meter needed to be mounted
horizontally opposed to vertically which is how it was originally installed. The mounting
bracket being used was easily modified, with the addition of two bolts, to accommodate the
horizontal positioning of the meter. On the other hand, the larger mass flow meter needed
to be mounting vertically upside down from its previous position. The user manual
suggested that sturdy piping attached to the inlet and outlet sides of the meter be used to
mount the meter in this way. The fittings for the meter were quick release fittings and
would not enable easily readjusting the meter's orientation. A complicated mounting
system needed to be created. Because of the work required to create this mounting bracket,
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the percent error difference between each orientation came into question. The manufacturer
of the instrumentation was contacted and gave percent error estimations for each of the
meters. The correctly mounted smaller meter would have an error of approximately 0.2
percent. The larger meter would have an error of 10 percent or more in either orientation.
The larger meter was designed for large flow rates and the small flow rate, 2 SCFM,
approximated for the outlet side of the air line would produce very high error. From this
revelation, three options were considered based on accuracy, ease of install, and cost
estimates. The cost comparison is described in Chapter 2C.
It was decided that purchasing two volumetric flow meters would be the best
solution to the problem. These flow meters have not yet arrived but will be installed at the
beginning of the summer. One meter will be used to measure the air inlet and the other, the
air outlet. Calculating the mass flow rate can be easily completed if the volume flow rate
and the pressure at the point are known. The pressure measurements are more important
than in the previous design so newly calibrated pressure sensors were acquired from
Hamilton Sundstrand and will be installed at the same time as the flow meters. Because the
volume flow meters are easily damaged if anything but compressed air flows through them,
an air filter for each meter will be attached to the line prior to the meter. These system
changes are represented in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 - Future Design Schematic
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6 - Data and Results
One of the first steps in this project was to examine the previous group's data in
order to gain a better understanding of what the problem is and what paths might be taken
to remedy the problem. The previous design groups completed three test runs and obtained
the following data:
Deaerator Efficiency




o 0.05 0.1 0.15
Air Input (Ib/min)
02 025
Figure 6.1 - Former Group's Data
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Deaerator Inlet Pressure
3622 rpm nominal conditions
20~----------------------------------------------,
-+- Scav Pressure Run 3














o 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
Air Input (Ib/min)
0.12 0.14 0.16
Figure 6.2 - Former Group's Data
From the first graph it can be seen that the efficiency was over 100% for the most
part. This told us that there were problems with the sensors' ability to measure the flows
properly. Thus, our task would be to modify the system in some way to fix this problem.
However, before too many modifications were made we set out to attempt to reproduce the
previous group's results. Our group performed three test runs, collecting data for each and
producing similar plots. Since other groups had altered the system design we weren't able
to exactly completely reproduce the results. These results are shown below:
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Deaerator Efficiency
3625 rpm nominal conditions
3000











3625 rpm nominal conditions
23






en 8 • Scav Pressure 1CD'-0.. • Scav Pressure 2- 3.!! Scav Pressure 3.E
-2 .12
Air Input (Ib/min)
Figure 6.4 - Current
0.08 0.10.06
Air Input (Ib/min)
Figure 6.3 - Current
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Based on the data that our group collected, it was determined that the major
problem stemmed from the data used to calculate efficiency. The fact that our results did
not match the previous group's meant that either the sensors had been rearranged and/or
were not functioning properly. From here, additional modifications would be made to the
system to help better determine what type of flow is being encountered as well as hopefully
produce better data for future test runs. Once all modifications have been made and
reasonable data has been collected, additional plots can be produced to analyze the results.
These graphs would consist of the two shown above (efficiency vs. air input and inlet
pressure vs. air input) as well as a plot displaying mass flow rate of air vs. time. This






Figure 6.5 - Mass Flow Rate versus Time Graph
This graph will hopefully tell us if the mass flow rate is constant or not and what
phase the air is in during a certain time period. Again, these results will hopefully be
obtained in future test runs when all modifications have been completed.
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6 - Discussion and Conclusion
The deaerator we spun up was the 'L' build 75/90 deaerator. We will be updating
our drawings to be sure that everything is labeled correctly. Since the 75/90 setup doesn't
have a dynamic tank, we ran the test with all of the ports in the plate open. On future tests
for the newer model deaerators, we will install the plugs and orifices as needed.
We plan on using Hamilton Sundstrand's ODACS to be configured to obtain
readings from the new digital flowmeters to be used for measuring gas volume flow. Also
to be read from this system will be the pressures in the respective lines. There are a few
other minor adjustments that could be made to ODACS due to the changes that have been
made to the stand over the years.
When we get the flowmeters completely installed we can first run the stand without
putting any air in and then see if we have any air-flow out. If there is air making its way
into the system, we can do our best to minimize this, and then plot a curve so we can adjust
any subsequent data accordingly.
Then, we can run the system while adding a known amount of air in. We can then
move up to various deaerator rpm speeds and then determine what amount of air flow in
gives us a homogeneous flow. At that air flow rate, we can then compare the readings of
air flow in to air flow out and obtain the efficiency of the deaerator. This information can
then be used for future tests to determine which deaerators work the best. When we note
which deaerators tend to perform better than others, we can identify what geometrical
characteristics could be responsible for the increased efficiency. Then, an optimized
deaerator can be designed.
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430207-00 MOBIL JET OIL II
EMERGENCY RESPONSE BULLETIN
1. PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION
PRODUCT NAME: MOBIL JET OIL II
SUPPLIER: EXXONMOBIL OIL CORPORATION
3225 GALLOWS RD.
FAIRFAX, VA 22037





USA DOT: NOT REGULATED BY USA DOT.
IMO: NOT REGULATED BY IMO.
lATA: NOT REGULATED BY lATA.
3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: This product is not expected to produce adverse
health effects under normal conditions of use and with appropriate
personal hygiene practices. Harmful to aquatic organisms, may cause
long-term adverse effects in the aquatic environment.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE DATA: Amber Liquid. SEC: 0
4. FIRST AID MEASURES
EYE CONTACT: Flush thoroughly with water. If irritation occurs, call a
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physician.
SKIN CONTACT: Wash contact areas with soap and water. Do not wear
ordinary clothing wet with this product. Remove contaminated
clothing. Launder contaminated clothing before reuse.
5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Carbon dioxide, foam, dry chemical and water fog.
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Water or foam may cause frothing. Use
water to keep fire exposed containers cool. Water spray may be used
to flush spills away from exposure. Prevent runoff from fire
control or dilution from entering streams, sewers, or drinking water
supply.
SPECIAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: For fires in enclosed areas, fire fighters
must use self-contained breathing apparatus.
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: May generate irritating and harmful
gases/vapors/fumes when burning. Flash Point C(F): 270(518) (ASTM
D-92) . Flammable limits - LEL: NE, UEL: NE.
NFPA HAZARD ID: Health: 1, Flammability: 1, Reactivity: 0
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: Product does not decompose at ambient
temperatures.
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
PROCEDURES IF MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED: Adsorb on fire retardant
treated sawdust, diatomaceous earth, etc. Shovel up and dispose of
at an appropriate waste disposal facility in accordance with current
applicable laws and regulations, and product characteristics at time
of disposal.
7. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION
EYE PROTECTION: If eye contact is likely, safety glasses with side
shields or chemical type goggles should be worn.
SKIN PROTECTION: If prolonged or repeated skin contact is likely, oil
impervious gloves should be worn. Good personal hygiene practices
should always be followed.
8. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY
INCOMPATIBILITY (MATERIALS TO AVOID): Strong oxidizers.
9. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS
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CHEMICAL NAMES AND SYNONYMS: SYN. HYDROCARBONS AND ADDITIVES
INGREDIENTS CONSIDERED HAZARDOUS TO HEALTH:
This product is not formulated to contain ingredients which have
exposure limits established by U.S. agencies. It is not hazardous to
health as defined by the European Union Dangerous
Substances/Preparations Directives.




For industrial use only. Not intended or suitable for use in or around a
household or dwelling.
Never use empty container to carry water or food. Do not cut, puncture,
or weld on or near container. Empty container may contain product
residue, including flammable or explosive vapors.
*************************************************************************
TRN: 430207-00, ELlS: 400268, CMCS97: 970570, SAFE USE: L
EHS Approval Date: 030CT2003
*************************************************************************
Information given herein is offered in good faith as accurate, but
without guarantee. Conditions of use and suitability of the product for
particular uses are beyond our control; all risks of use of the product
are therefore assumed by the user and WE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL
WARRANTIES OF EVERY KIND AND NATURE, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IN RESPECT TO THE
USE OR SUITABILITY OF THE PRODUCT. Nothing is intended as a
recommendation for uses which infringe valid patents or as extending
license under valid patents. Appropriate warnings and safe handling
procedures should be provided to handlers and users. Alteration of this
document is strictly prohibited. Except to the extent required by law,
republication or retransmission of this document, in whole or in part, is
not permitted. Exxon Mobil Corporation and its affiliated companies
assume no responsibility for accuracy of information unless the document
is the most current available from an official ExxonMobil distribution
system. Exxon Mobil Corporation and its affiliated companies neither
represent nor warrant that the format, content or product formulas
contained in this document comply with the laws of any other country
except the United States of America.
Prepared by: ExxonMobil Oil Corporation





ODAC Label Num Box Location Channel Measuring Device #
Scav Pressure 17 TMR CH 1 PT 2374
Dlscnarue Pressure 18 TMR CH2 PT 841
Volute Pressure 19 TMR CH3 Not Connected
charoe Pressure 20 TMR CH4 PT 2429
Dyn Tank Pressure 21 TMR CH 5 PT 1153
RSVR Pressure 22 TMR CH6 PT 1015
Scav Flow 9 BMR CH 1 FL 512
CHG Flow 10 BMR CH2 FL246
DYN Tank Flow 11 BMR CH3 Not Connected
Deaerator Speed 15 BMR CH7 TS 201
Scav Mass Density 14 ACR CHO MM57
Chg Flow Density 15 ACR CH 1 MM56
Scav Mass Flow 18 ACR CH2 Not Connected
Charge Mass Flow 19 ACR CH3 Not Connected
Air Mass Flow 20 ACR CH13 MM54
Air Mass Density 16 BCR CH 1 MM54
ScavTemp N/A RFB CH 1 PT 2374
cno Temp N/A RFB CH2 PT 841






TMR Top Module Rack
BMR Bottome Module Rack
ACR A Conntector Rack




ELITE!»Mass Flow and Density Meters
• Most accurate measurement available
• Now with MVDTMTechnology
• Unsurpassed immunity to field~ffects such as pressure, temperature, and vibration
• Standard secondary containment
• Stainless steel or Hastelloy wetted parts and a wide variety of
process connections
The Micro Motion ELITE line of flow and density meters are the most
accurate mass flow meters available for measuring liquids, gases, and
slurries.
ELITE sensors have been designed to provide unsurpassed
performance and reliability in harsh process environments. The ELITE
design minimizes pressure drop and maximizes the sensor's resistance
to environmental influences such as vibration, pressure and
temperature. In addition, aft ELITE sensor housings provide secondary
containment. Working with a Micro Motion transmitter, ELITE sensors
measure mass, volume, density, and temperature.
Coriolis sensor and Coriolis transmitter
CMF010M - ELITE lI8-inch stainless steel mass flow' and density sensor
RFT9139D - Coriolis mass flow and density transmitter with display
Coriolis sensor and Coriolis transmitter Specifications
Line Size (Typical) 0.125 to 0.25 inch (3 to 6 mm)
Process Fluid Liquid, slurry, gas
Maximum Flow Rate - Mass 4 Ib/min (108 kg/h)
Maximum Flow Rate - Volume 0.4 gal/min (1081/h)
Maximum standard-Volume
Flow Rate for Gas 30 scfm (50 cu Nm/h)
Flow Accuracy - Liquid










+/-0.10% of flow rate
+/-0.35% of flow rate*
+/-0.0005 g/cc (+/-0.5 kg/cu m)*
-400 to 400°F (-240 to 204°C)*
1450 psi (100 bar)
316L stainless steel
*Varies with transmitter model.
Field mount
Mass, volume, density, and
temperature








2 milliamp, 1 frequency/pulse, 1
control, 1 dual-channel
frequency**, 1 optocoupler**
85-250 VAC or 12-30 VDC
UL,CSA,CENELEC,SAA
NEMA 4X (IP65) enclosure
2-line LCD, optional
Coriolis sensor and Coriolis transmitter
CMF100M - ELITE 1-inch stainless steel mass flow and density sensor
RFT9739D - Canalis mass flow and density transmitter with display
Coriolis sensor and Coriolis transmitter Specifications
Line Size (Typical) 1 to 2 inch (25 to 50 mm)
Process Fluid Liquid, slurry, gas
Maximum Flow Rate - Mass 1000 Ib/min (27,200 kg/h)
Maximum Flow Rate - Volume 120 gal/min (27,200 I/h)
Maximum Standard-Volume
Flow Rate for Gas
Flow Accuracy - Liquid















4400 scfm (7475 cu Nm/h)
+/-0.10% of flow rate
+/-0.35% of flow rate*
+/-0.0005 g/cc (+/-0.5 kg/cu m)*
-400 to 400°F (-240 to 204°C)*
1450 psi (100 bar)
316L stainless steel
*Varies with transmitter model.
Field mount
Mass, volume, density, and
temperature
Custody transfer, API calculations
HART and Modbus
2 milliamp, 1 frequency/pulse, 1
control, 1 dual-channel
frequency**, 1 optocoupler**
85-250 VAC or 12-30 VDC
UL,CSACENELEC,SAA







Mass Flow and Density Meters
With MVD™ Technology
• Unsurpassed performance: mass flow accuracy to ±O.05% of rate, and density
accuracy to ±0.0002 g/cm3 (±O.2 kg/m3)
• For mass and volume flow measurement of both gases and liquids
• Wide range of sizes from 1/8" to 4" (3 mm to 100 mm)





Iblmin k~ gaVmin IIh bb~r m'Al
Maximum flow rate CMF010 4 108 0.4 108
CMF025 80 2180 10 2180
CMF050 250 6800 30 6800
CMF100 1000 27,200 120 27,200
CMF200 3200 87,100 385 87,100 550 87
CMF300 10,000 272,000 1200 272,000 1700 272
CMF400 20,000 545,000 2400 545,000 3400 545
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Mass and volume flow
accuracy(%)
Model 2400S ±O.05%of rate(3)(4)
transmitter or enhanced
core processor
Transmitter with ::0.10% of rate(5)
MVD Technology
All other transmitters ±0.1 0% ±[ (zero stability I flow rate) x 100]% of rate
Mass and volume now
repeatability
Model 2400S ±O.025% of rate~H4)
transmitterorenhanoed
core processor
Transmitter with ±O.05%of rate(5)
MVD Technology
All other transmlners ±0.05% ±[Y2(zero stability I flow 'rate) x 100]% of rate
Ib/nnin k~








(1) Specifications for volumetric Howrate are based on a process-fluid density of 1glcw (1000 k!fw). For fluids wffh density other
than 1 !fcw (1000 k!fw), the 'of)/umetricflow rate equals the mass flow rate divided by the fluid's density.
(2) Stated flow accuracy includes the combined effects of repeatabilir, linearity, and f¥steresis. All specmcations for liquids are based
on reference conditions of water at 68 to 77 OF (20 to 25 °C) and 15 to 30 psig (1 to 2 bar), unless otherwise noted.
(3) When flow mte ie less than zero stability 10.0005, accuracy - :J:[(zerostability II/ow mte)( 100J%of rate, and
repeatability = :t{~(zero stability I flow mte) x 100J%
(4) Wh9n ordered with the :1:0.10%factory calibration option, accuracy on /iquii '" :J:0.10010....nenflow rate;e zero stability I 0.001.
When Rowmte <; zero stability/0.OO1, accuracy equals :t{(zero stability / flow rate)( 100J%of rate and
repeatability equals :t{~(zero stability / flow rate) )( 100]% of rate.
(5) When Howrate is less than zero stability /0.001, acwmey equals :t{(zero stability I flow rate)( 100J%of rate and
repeatability equals :t{~(zero stability/flow rate)( 100]% of rate.
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Gas flow performance
When selecting sensors for gas applications, measurement accuracy is a function of fluid mass flow rate independent of
operating temperature, pressure, or composition. However, pressure drop through the sensor is dependent ~on operating
temperature, pressure, and fluid composition. Therefore, when selecting a sensor for any particular gas application, it is highly
recommended that each sensor be sized using Micro Motion's product selector, available at www.micromotion.com.
Mass Vo/umec,)
~I~~m~i~n----~k~w~h------ ~SC~F=M~--~N~m-',~~------
Flow rales that produce approximately 10 psid (0.68 bar) preasure drop on air at 68 OF(20 ee) and 100 psi (6.8 bar)
CMF010M, CMFo10H 0.30 8 4 6
CMF010P 0.2 6 3 5
CMF025 4 110 60 90
CMF050 10 300 145 230
CMF100 50 1300 640 1000
CMF200 150 4000 2000 3100
CMF300 490 13,300 6500 10,300
CMF400 1250 34,000 16,600 26,250
Flow rates that produce approximately 50 psld (3.4 bar) pressure drop on natural gas (MW 16.675) at 68 OF(20 ee)









































(1) Standard (SCFM) reference conditions are 14.7 psia and 68 oF. Normal (Nni'm) reference conditions are 1.013 bar and 0 ac.
Mass flow accuracy!') Transmitterswith ~0.35% of rate(Z,
MVOTechnology(including
Model 24008)
All other transmitters ~0.50% of rate ±Ii(zero stability) x l00J% of rater flowrt!'te
Mass flow repeatability Transmitterswith :1:0.20%of rate(2)
MVD Technology(including
Model 24008)
All other transmitters ~0.25% of rate :tli(zero ••tability) x 100]% of rateL: flow rate
Iblmin k~








(1) I=/owaccuracy includ_ tl><>combined "ffects of ",,,.,atability. lirwarity, and hystiN<>sis.
(2) When flow rate is Jess than zero stability /0.0035, accuracy equals :t{(zero stablity / flow rate) x 100]% of rate and
repeatablty equals :t{J1z(zero stability / flow rate) x 100/% of tate.
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Environmental effects
Process temperature eHect Process temperature effect is defined as:
For mass flow measurement, the worst-case z:erooffset due to process fluid
temperature change 'il'Nayfrom the zeroing temperature.
For density measuremen~ the maximum measurement offset due to process fluid
temperature change away from the den!>ity calibration temperature.
Process temperature eHect
% of maximum flow rate per ·C density aocuracy per ·C(')
glee kglm~
CMF010 :I;().0001875 :I;().OO0015 %0.015
CMF025 :to.000125O :to.000015 :to.015
CMF050 :to.000125O :to.000015 %0.015
CMF100 :1:0.0001250 :to.000015 :1:0.015
CMF200 :to.OOO5OOO :to.000015 :l:0.Q15
CMF3UO :to.UU05OOO :tOJJUUUlb %U.Olb
CMF400 :to.0007500 :to.000015 :1:0.015
Pressure effect Pressure effect is defined as lhe change in sensor flow and density sensitivity due to
















Pressure effect on flow accuracy

































Density performance (liquid only)
With transmitter with
MVO Technology (except
With 2400S transmitter Model 2400S). standard
or enhanced core core processor. or With IFT9701
processor RFT9739 transmitter transmitter
g/cm5 kg/m3 gcm' kg/mo gfcm' kgm'
Accuracyl" Model CMFOl 0 %0.0005 %0.5 %0.000510) %0.510) %0.00210) %2.010)
All other models %0.0002 %0.2 %O.OOOS :to.S %0.002 %2.0
Repeatability Model CMF010 %0.0002 %0.2 %0.0002(:21 %0.2(2) %0.001(2) %1.0(2)
All other modeb %0.0001 %0.1 %0.0002 %0.2 %0.001 :1:1.0
Range All models up to s upto 5000 l4> to 5 up to 5000 up to s l4> to 5000
Temperature specifications
Accuracy All models %1 °C% 0.50/0 of reading in OC
Repeatability All models :to.2 °C
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AppendixD

























Sack vi...., with union flttl".,






























The sen or will function properly in any orientation if the sensor tube remain filled with proces fluk
Micro Motion recommend orienting ELITE sen ors as hown in Table 3.
Table 3 Recommended sensor orientations
Sens:or model Application Recommended orientation
CMF010 All applications Tubes flat WHorizontal pipeline
CMF025, CMFOSO, Liquids Tubes down @andCMF100 Horizontal pipeline
Gases and slurries Tubes up
Horizontal pipeline
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Mounting of the Sensor
Figure 8 Optional mounting for CMF010sensors
If the pipeline will not support
the sensor, mount the sensor
using bolts as illustrated.
~--------::::::.",....... 2 x user supplied bolts
• 5116'"' (M8) maxinun diameter
• 2114" (58 mm) minimum length
1\\ •••..-----_ JlI'1ction box or core processor Ounction box
shown)
• Junction box can be rotated by hand
(before wiring is attached) for access to
mounting hofes
Core processor does not need to be




: ~ If necessary, rigid standoffs (e.g., steel washers)
can be ilstalled
Mounting surface - if pipe supports are used, they
ebould be rigidly oopportod by tho came mounting
surface that supports the sensor









CAPACITIES:Water: 6.5 CPH to 20 CPM,




jill so, 75, 100, 127, and 2SOnun
(1.97,2.96, 5, and 9.85")
Scale lengths
jill Floats are Rod-Guided
in Most Models
jill Direct Reading Scales
FL7000 OEM·style aC~ic
rotameters are precise machined
from rugged, solid ac ic blocks
for superb durability. hey are
available in 50, 75, 100, 127, and
250 mm scale lengths (1.97, 2.96,
5, and 9.85") to provide desired
accuracies from 2 to 6%.
Dimensions mm (Inches) ~onnecliO/i
Model No A B C 0 E F G Size
FL7200 121 (4.8) 25(1.0) 29(1.1) 89(3.5) 38(1.5) - 25(1.0) ~FNPT
FL7300 165 (6.5) 35 (1.4) 35(1.4) 127(5.0) 64 (2.5) 8(0.9) 32(1.3) ~FNPT
FL7400 213(8.4) 44 (1.8) 46 (1.8) 197 (7.8) 133(5.3 8(0.9) 32 (1.3) lFNPT
FL7500 235 (9.3) 35(1.4) 35 (1.4) 168(6.6) 102(4.0 32(1.3) 33(1.3) ~FNPT
FL7600 346(13.6 44(1.8) 46(1.8) 302(11.9 203(8.0 32(1.3) 64 (2.5) !4FNPT
D MOST POPULAR MODELS HIGII.IGHTED!
To Order (Specify Model Number) L
Fl7401, $86,Water Water Air Air Pr{isur~rop shown smaller Fl7304, $50,Model No. Price Range' Model No. Price Range' inH20 •• than actual ~i28_ shown smaller
FL7201 $42 7.0GPH FL7211 S42 2.6SCFH 1.3 than actual size.
FL7202 42 12.0GPH FL7212 42 5.0SCFH 2.2 SPECIACATIONS
R.7203 42 2O.0GPH FL7213 42 10.oSCFH 3.6
Construction: Aaylic tube, 316 55
float and guide rod (no guide rod for
FL7204 42 42.0GPH FL7214 42 2O.oSCFH 7.0 FL7211 through Fl7215 air meters),
FL7205 42 6O.0GPH FL7215 42 3O.0SCFH 9.5 PVC end fittings (brass on FL7200
FL7206 42 I'O.OGPH FL7211> 42 tiO.OSCFH lUI ""riQs;), EPR O-rings
- - - FL7217 42 l00.0SCFH - Shipping Wts: FL7200, 7300, 7500:0.45 kg (lib); FL7400: 0.79 kg (1.75 Ib);
- - - FL7218 42 180.0SCFH - FL7600: 1.25 kg (2.75 Ib)
- - - FL7219 42 4.0SCFM - Max. PressureITemperature
FL7301 50 1.0GPM FL7311 50 4.0SCFM 2.4 Water Ranges:
R.7302 50 2.0GPM FL7312 50 8.2SCFM 4.6
125 psig at 21'C (70'F);
54 'C (l30'F) at 0 psig
FL7303 50 3.5GPM FL7313 50 14.SSCFM 8.5 Air Ranges: 100 psig at 21'C (70'F);
FL7304 50 5.0GPM FL7314 50 2O.0SCFM 12.2 38'C (l00'F) @ 0 psig
FL7401 86 10.0GPM FL7411 81) 4O.0SCFM 9.6 Full Seato AeeuracyiRopoatability:
FL7402 86 15.0GPM FL7412 86 62.0SCFM 17.3
FL7200: 612%; FL7300: 6/1 %;
FL7400: 411%; FL7500: 3/'-,%;
FL7403 86 2O.0GPM - - - 42.3 FL7600: 2/'h%
- - - FL7S11 73 4.0SCFM - .- -.-
FL7503 73 2.0GPM FL7513 73 8.0SCFM 4.8 ,..--- =
fi~FL7504 73 5.0GPM Fl7514 73 2O.0SCFM 12.3 1R.7I>01 120 2.0GPM FL71>11 120 8.5SCFM 2.7 ·FL7002 120 3.SGPM FL7612 120 14.5SCFM 9.5 'I r--: ! '--FL7003 120 5.0GPM FL71>13 120 2O.0SCFM 31.4 · i ....1• IFL7604 120 10.0GPM FL7614 120 4O.0SCFM 42.0 U' J .-w' :Units oome wth oomplete operator's manual. ~·Mn;mum flow mte = 10% of maxilT'AJmRow tate isled. ·~or water units only. ...NlST calibration certificate available; order -·NIST 5pr for S-point calibration. 5200:"·NIST 10PT" for 1~~nt calibration, 5255. Ordering Examples: FL7601, acryfic rotameter, _L r----,.l ,-- ....L
2 GPM. 5120. FL73 2. aeryle rotameter lor air, $50. ~ ~ --
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enCIIU'IiIIil ..<, .••, •.•.,'-=.._ =:1
FL-72, FL-73, ~ FL-78, FL-85,
FL42OO-46OO, FL7200-7600 Ro,tstalUlm"'etellItDt,.rII
OpenIIor'. -.uaI II036MI894 J iie'
--- IIIISDW.ATIO" INSI'R\IC11ONS1. CaNUy lnepectlhe_ fordamagelhat mII'f''-oc:c:arNd~ shipping. ~I."""'Y 11IPOf1_ ct.mage1O Ihe ehippIng agent.2. Make cerUiin your •••••••• ~ end other~ ••• corI'IIIBtiblewith Ihe -."
3. _ a.ultable _ion for inst<IIIaIion 10 ~t"- _ on _ ••••••. WhICh ..., rwaIIt from:
•• MIuIigned pipe
I/. The Wllight of rwIated pIurnIMg
c. "Wllter ~'. which ie most VkeIy10oc:a.-when flowIsIUddenIy alCPI*I." with quick doIio:::Sdoo~iOId -..ed •••••••.H-...a_ -.-.r-Idbe low•.••••••.ThIllw •••••• De~ Inhlgh~swt-<lP _
d. TlwnIIIIlDqI8fIIIOnoflicJlicl ina atagnIitIdorVlllw IaoIat.d .,-.If~ Inalalvahltngwhichwll.--IheINWlobechinad
when It Ie not In.-
NOTE: In dGMdthermlllr8Nfwor cooIing..,...".. •••••• 1he _In Ihe c:ooIlide oflhe"'l0 iNrimiza _mtiIIeriaI--.... _
_ .liacllao. end ••••••• rei.tacI fluid /eeka.
4. ••••••• _ CMfuIvduilng inaIIIIIIdion.Uee •• .",., end or •••••••••• --.chon..- wl\hlwlalganatfittlngl. _ alaldw. pIMIic
or fIbriI:.,. --.ch on metarI with IOUnCIfIttInga. -
•• Do not ••• pIieni 01 ~1o hoId"-'ng tube. .
•• 00 HOT 0VI!ftTIGHTI!N rUJMIIING CUNNR.'TIONS IN10 R1TING5. o-tfghIening wil __ 1he IItting 10~
Co Uee an approprIa\lI amount of 1itfIon tape on external pipe tInada before maIcIng COI.I8CIb •••
d. Do not IrlIPI* the _10 ~ or soMInt fumee Cae.. PVCC81Y*rtI.
S.•fthe _ ••••• ..-IngvakIQ. it Is not ,acon __ 1ded for •••• Ma shut.off _If the ..,..., •• --. _ •• *"- t!ll'SlG.
6. InstallIhe _ ~ with the Inlet port at Ihe bottom.
7. 1t1s'lICOIMI8iidedltiet •••••••• Ul8dlnpraaftga8andc:llemicalsarvice Cotherthan 14.7PSIAI be~ ahialdedlOproIIict~
end~ from ~ debris in Ihe -" of _ f.1ute. ,.....'::"'4:::::;:".)#:::· '..'" - -~,...
, /"'".
ReCOMIII!NOED INSTAlLATION PRACTICES
W!Jtar hammer and IUfIIiI8 can be demeging 10 any fIcIwn.- and must atwevs be avoided.
Weterhammeroc:curswhenallquldflowissuddenlystopped ••• wlthqulckcloeingend.ol •••old_bld ••••. Surge;oocc..-w'*'fIow
Is...cldenly begun ••• when a pump Is turned on at ,.. power or •••••••• ie quickly opened.
Uquid8Ul'Q8l_ ~damaging 10 flowmeters if !he pipe II oricIIrwIIv empty. To8WIIddamaoing __ fluldlinoa ~ ,•••••••••.•tuft
Of •••••• ' andpumpe -"ouId be brought up 10power ~ and IIIIIves opened~ In-addition, 10MliclboIh _hammer and ••••••
• uge chamber IhouId be 1nstaIed.
'," -
Sl!fIIU FL-12"FL-73, ,.,~~ FL~7600
COWONENT IIATEAIALS - -' .'
MetarIng -u.: AcryIC
Ro.Ia: 31OS$. G/8Is". liIflon··
Roat SIDpI: PoIysuIforle'" .
Guide Rods: 318SS (No guidIt,acHor Fl.421,·
o-flinga; fI'ft 4216.7211·7215)
End Fittinga: PVC $til; Brasu,vllilable for Fl-72-
'f(.73..~-:'R.7200 $ettee'wiIt!
-*'" .
•• Nat"-InRAOOOs.n.~qptionaI tor-. v.Ne
IMIIIIb/e lotRAOOO&.t.. - -- - .
~~
FL·n. R.·73: ISO PSIG at 70'F; 130'F at 0 PSIG
~~ R.~ 125 PSlG'~ 70'Po 130'F at O'PSIG
7600:
. ••••••• endtan1per8turW guicIoIINs _ tiMed on.study of the -vr-lngdeUi lotpartjc:dar rMtIlri*' UAd In cor.tNCtion endan the
deIIgn Ot~ ThIs information iS~bvilideper",,/aboratc(y**rauIIL •••• ,.....wouId~oftIInoccur
!'l.lIgnIficanUyhlgher~thanlhe~lMldmumat72·F.andat.hIgher ••••••••••••• _the_ •••••••••••• ZOIIIO
:(OIPSI._ •..-.~Ip~~·IUCh •• lI-.cnoatadbvcen.in~~vIbnItionOitolher_
inducing factora could ,... at 01 below the suggested rnaxlmuma. 1
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Appendix F
QIX· Air Line Filters Type F20
ISSUED: September, 2005
Introduction
A unique feature of the QIX" series is the option of changing
pipe size to accommodate 1/4" through 1" sizes. To change
insert (prior to installation), simply remove both insert pins and
pull insert in direction away from pin hole. Install new (size)
insert or universal combination insert (for combination unit)
ensuring O~ring is in place and insert is firmly seated prior to
insert ot pins. Follow these instructions when installing. operating.
or servicing the product.
Application Limits
These products are intended for use in general purpose
compressed air systems only.
Maxi mum Recommended Pressure Drop:
kPa PSIG bar






With Metal Bowl with Internal Auto Drain Installed
kPa PSIG bar
Operating Pressure Maximum 1207 175 12.0
Operating Pressure Maximum
Operating Temperature Range
Operating Temperature Range 4°C to 49°C
(40°F to 120°F)




















,.l1l:JB:!f- SI{jJt Gauge 1:"7'RetainerO.Rlng~
BOWl@{)
1I •.•• -~--~ManuaJ Drain00
o
@Lightly greasewith provided lubricant
01nspect for nicks, scratches, and surface imperfections.
If present, reduced service life is probable and future
replacementshould be planned.





• Stainless steel construction
• Gage. Absolute. Vacuum and Differential
pressure formats available
• Cleanable pressure cavity
• Many options available













1---82.50---1 ACCESS SCREWS FORZERO & SPAN ADJUST
MODELS 2111318ONLY
I
ALL D1WNSIONS ARE NOMINAL.











118' PSIG, PSIV PSIA. PSIn' .1!i •.2
2188.318: PSIA: 3.8 L'
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Viatran Model 118/218/318 Specilicat·ons
Electrical Connection
Model 118 Carmn WK4-:l2S
Pin I + I'<7Ner
Pin 2 -Power
Pin 3 + Signal
Pin 4 - SilJlal
Mod.1 218 C.nnon WlC6.32S
Pin I + Pa.ver
Pin 2 - Power
Pin 3 + Signal
Pin 4 - SiIJI.1
Pin 5 Calbral3
Pin 6 Calbrall
Pins 2 & 4 are comlOOn






Pressure l:onnectJon 114"Nf'1 ~emale
Proof PreSSIXe 1.5 tines FSPRrr2U: PSI
Burst Pressu-e 5 times FSPRor 22K PSI
Weight 22 01. nominal
Enclosure Materials 15-5 PH, 303 and:Jl4 stainless steel
Identification laser et:hed onto baly
Measured Rlids Asrr gas IJ I~id compatible with 15-5 PH,
17-7 PH,303 SS and Buna NO-Ring




B() Alternate electrical con nectIJ (IJ wiring)
VI I Alternate pressure comea:ion
G() Alternate (Hling material





OG ImprlN8d temperature compen33tion
OH Special pressure range
OJ SoirrTlooi~e housinWdetachabie c<meeta
Dl InconeIlI'essure cavitt
OM Moafied Fro (0 to 10V lilt requires
15 VOCinput minimum)
ON ImprIN8daccuracy
OP SoilTrersi~e hwsi0Q/8' arect clll~ed
cabI9
00 aeaning frrl»<VgerISeMce
EA Special cal ibration
MS Alternate wetted pOOs (Intone!
dialhaym, 316$$ 1Xl" •••.• cap)
N H Customer specifred identifrcatioo







Full Scale Pressure Range (FSPR) 0 to 5, 10, 15 PSIV
o to 5. 10, 15,20,25,:Jl, 50, 75, 100.
150,200,300,400,500,750, lK, 1500,
2K, 31(, 4K. 51( 61( 7500, 10Kand 15K
PSlG, PSIA, (PSIO0-6K max, 500 PSImal
on reference >idel
Non-lilearity (Best Fit Straight line)
50-1OKPSI s 0.15~ Fro
5-40 PSI, 15K PSI s 025" FSO
Hysteresis Su~.,.Fro
Repeatability s 0.1l!. FSO
FuU Scale Output (FSO)
Model118 2-3 mVN
Mode12!8 5 VDC
Model 318 16 rnA
Resolution nfinite
Long Term Stability !O!,O.25!(. FSOpor6month.
Response Time
Model 118 S I rnSec to reach ~ FSO
Model 218/318 S 5 mSec to reach 00'II FSO
Ztuo Bitlam;~
Model118 Filed at 0 mV~ Fro@ 70°F
Models 218/318 A/lus1Bble to ±10% FSO
Temperature Effect on Zero s i2.~ Fro per lOO"F
Temperature Effect on Span S±1.~ FSOper l00"F
Compensated TemperaUJre Ra nge -304=to +1811"f
Operating TemperaUJre Ra nge -4)4= to +25O"F





318 9.5 to 36VOC
Power Supply RegLbtion D.ll!. FSOm:uirun (218)
OutpUt Signal
118: G-5 & G-l0 PSI 1.6 to 2.4 mVN: 2 mVN typical






318 800 Ohms maximum at 30 VOC
Circuit Protection
11V None
218/318 Reverse polarity does rot affect calibration,
Range Caibration Signal
118 00% FSOby 1IId\1"" a SPICifiedresisI!I1ce
<DOSS Pins 2 & 40fthecomectO'
218 8O%FSObyshrrtingPinsS&6dthe
ctII1IICtor




2181318 AUjus1WIoo111 ~10'J1, FSO
Bridge Resistance 350 Ohms nominal (118 Only)























T := (93.7 + 273)·K
J






0= .0015 mm assumption
by Hamilton Sundstrand










































D1lll Rpms r = 0.69in
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7.667 7.667
[D2.ro 2.r.(p oil - Pair)] 17.244 17.244ft
,. -ee \" = 30.667m·
18·u m s Vt:= 30.667
47.907 47.907
73.413 73.413
In order for the above equation to be valid for vm for particle moving along a































10 20 30 40
G
G Force Ratio
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50 60
